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Abstract: We describe a fast iterative method for solving Fredholm integral equations of the first kind whose kernels 
have a logarithmic principal part. The method is a Fourier-Galerkin method, and due to the singularity of the kernel, 
the linear system of simultaneous equations is block diagonally dominant and can be solved rapidly by an iterative 
method. We present examples of the computation of conformal mappings of simply and multiply connected domains. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of the present paper is twofold: 
(1) We describe a fast numerical method for solving systems of Fredholm integral equations of 
the first kind with kernels that have a logarithmic principal part. The numerical method, a 
Fourier-Galerkin method with iterative solution of the linear system of simultaneous equations, 
is applicable when the integral equations are defined on smooth non-intersecting curves in the 
plane. 
(2) We apply the numerical method to computing conformal mappings from simply, doubly 
and multiply connected domains onto disks (or their complements), annuli, and annuli with cuts, 
respectively. 
Let r, be a smooth contour in the complex plane and let r,, r,, . . . , I’, denote smooth, 
nonintersecting, mutually exterior contours interior to r,. Let jJ z) be given on rj, and let ck be 
given constants. We will consider the numerical determination of the solution qj E R, uj E L2( q) 
of the system of integral equations, 
(l.la) 
u,(Z)IdSI=c,, l<k<n. (l.lb) 
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The integral equations for the conformal mappings mentioned are of the form (1.1). Our 
numerical method is also applicable to equations with different kernels than that of (l.la); what 
is necessary is that the kernels have a logarithmic principal part. This ensures block diagonal 
dominance of the linear system of simultaneous equations obtained by the Fourier-Gale&in 
method, a Galerkin method where both test and trial functions are trigonometric functions. 
Let zj( t), 0 < t 4 21r, denote a parametric representation of the curve q.. We assume that q. 
has a continuously turning tangent. Introduce the notation 
(A/cjg)(t) =12” In 
0 It&) Lz,(s), gb)dsv 
(g, A) =~2*lg(r)Wdt. 
(1.2) 
We approximate ej( t) by a trigonometric polynomial 
S/!“‘(t) = 2 + i .jj) cos(Ir), (1.3) 
I= 1 
where cj is known and the ujj) are to be determined. For notational convenience we consider 
only problems such that Sj(t) can be chosen to be an even function. The 6,(t) satisfy the 
constraints (l.lb). Letting $J,( t) := cos(fr), the Fourier-Galerkin equations for (1.1) become 
4k(+OO, +JJ) + ? 2 uij'(Akj9/Y +p) 
j=l (=l 
=(i,V (p,)- i '(A,il, +p)T 
j=l 2n 
O<p<m, l<k<n. (1.4) 
By the orthogonality of the +j, each qk appears only in one equation, and can be determined after 
the coefficients ujj) have been computed. The equations for the coefficients have the form 
’ MW) jp’2’ M’l.3’ . . . M(1.R) ’ Q) ’ ‘b(l) \ 
J/p.” &pa ~(2.3) . . . M(b) U(2) b(2) 
M’3.1’ ~(3.2) = 
0 -5) 
J/p.” . . . M’ n.fl) a’“‘, ;w 
The matrices MCk*j) = [ M$*j)] and vectors b (k) = [ bjk’] and utk) are defined by 
f,(j) := (@, u$i), . . . , ug))T, l<j<n, 
(1.6) 
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Our numerical method is based on the following facts: 
(1) Accurate approximations of the elements of the matrices MC”,” and vectors f+‘) can 
be computed by the fast Fourier transform method. 
(2) The structure of the matrices M(kJ) enables fast iterative solution of (1.5). 
We describe the iterative solution. Let D”* be the diagonal matrix n-‘diag(1, a. 6.. . . .&). 
In Section 2, we show that for any k, D”2M(k.k)D’/2 can be written as the sum of two matrices 
I+ n ( 1 c . 
I denotes the identity matrix. In the r-part of 
to 1. The elements of the shaded region are 
can symbolically be written 
(I .7) 
the second matrix, the elements are small compared 
larger. Similarly the matrix O’/2~‘k.“O’/2, k #j, 
Multiplying the matrix of the linear system (1.5) on the left and the right by the super-matrix 
diag(D ., ‘0 g’/2 ,***, D’12), we get a matrix with the structure 
, . . 
. . . 
n 
n 
\ 
c 
E 
c 
0 -8) 
E . . . 
After renumbering the rows and columns one can obtain a symmetric matrix with the structure 
(1.7), which lends itself to iterative solution. For instance, we can iterate according to 
(I -9) 
Only the shaded submatrix has to be Cholesky factored. In actual computation it is not necessary 
to move the rows and columns. 
Our numerical method with iteration (1.9) fits into a general numerical scheme for solving 
operator equations by the Gale&in method outlined by Delves [l]. This scheme has previously 
been applied to the solution of Fredholm integral equations of the 2nd kind on finite intervals, 
see Delves [2]. 
Turning to the application of the conformal mapping of simply connected domains, we note 
that recently a number of fast methods involving the solution of a nonlinear system of equations 
have been proposed, see Fornberg [3], Gutknecht [7], and Wegmann [13]. A comparison of the 
operation counts between those methods and the method of the present paper is difficult, since 
the sizes of the systems of equations necessary for achieving a given accuracy in the computed 
conformal mapping are not the same for all methods. In our method, one has the possibility of 
choosing a parametric representation which reduces the necessary size of the system of equations. 
This is commented on in Example 2.1. Moreover, our method is linear and does not have to be 
used as a continuation method in order to achieve convergence. Nor are any conditions on the 
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Fig. 2.1. 
boundary, except smoothness, necessary. The main advantage of the methods of this paper, 
however, may be that it can be used for the conformal mapping of multiply connected regions. 
Our method is related to methods proposed by Henrici [8] and Jaswon and Symm [9]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the numerical 
method for the conformal mapping of simply connected domains. In Section 3 we consider the 
conformal mapping of doubly connected domains, and in Section 4 we discuss the conformal 
mapping of regions of connectivity 2 3. In Section 5 we give an integral equation for the solution 
of Dirichlet problems for the Laplace equation on multiply connected domains. This integral 
equation can also be solved by the numerical method of this paper. 
2. Conformal mapping of simply connected domains 
In this section we give a detailed description of the numerical method and present some 
computed examples. Let D be an open, bounded, simply-connected domain in the complex plane 
C. Let r be the boundary of Q, and assume that r has a parametric representation with a 
continuous non-vanishing derivative. Let 52, be the complement of D U r with respect to C. z. 
denotes an arbitrary but fixed point on r. We wish to compute the interior conformal mapping 
+: D + 1 w 1 -c 1 uniquely defined by +(O) = 0 and $( zo) = 1. By the smoothness of r, + can be 
continued continuously to a bijective mapping +: Sz U r + 1 w 1 < 1. In addition, we compute the 
exterior conformal mapping !P: 0, -+ I w I > 1 determined uniquely by ‘k( co) = cc and ‘k( zo) = 1. 
(See also Fig. 2.1.) 
Theorem 2.1. The integral equation 
1 
a(S) IdSI = 1 
has a unique solution { u*, q*} E L*(r) X R. The conformal mapping 
1 , ZEfJW 
(2.1) 
+(z) is given by 
(2.2) 
where the constant c E R is such that +( zo) = 1. 
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Proof. A proof based on results of Gaier [4] is given in Ill]. 0 
It can be shown that q* = 0. We include the constant q in (2.1) so that the form of the integral 
equation (2.1) is the same as of the integral equation for the exterior mapping function. 
Theorem 2.2. The integral equation 
1 
has a unique solution { o,*, q: } E L*(r) x IR . The conformal mapping ‘k(z) is given by 
q(z) = exp q: +lln &o:(T) ldC1 +ic), z E s2, u r. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
exp( q:) is the capacity of r, and the constant c E W is such that $( zO) = 1. 
Proof. A proof based on results of Gaier [4] is given in [ll]. 0 
We turn to the numerical method and describe in some detail the solution of (2.1). Let z,(t), 
0 < t -C 2g, be a parametric representation of r, introduce d,(t) := a( zl( t)) (dz,( t)/dt I and 
approximate 6,(t) by 6jm)(t) defined by (1.3). The constant c, in (1.3) is 1. The linear system of 
equations for the coefficients al” of S,(t) becomes 
M”.“a(” = b(l) 
where the elements of M;‘*‘) 
(2.5) 
and b(l) are defined by (l-2)-(1.6). 
Decompose the kernels of M$**), see (1.6), into 
+ In I eis-eif I. 
Zlb) -4) 
The singular part can be integrated analytically because (see, e.g., [lo]) 
2n 2-n 
/.i 
In 
1 
cos( It)dt cos( ps)d.s 
0 0 leis _ eir 1 
i 
0, p=l=O, 
= 0, p + 1, 
TYP, p=I21. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
We obtain a natural decomposition of MC’**) into 
MU.‘) = D-- 1 + &f, 
where D- ’ is the diagonal matrix q* diag(1, 5, f,. . . , l/m), and &f has the elements 
Q,, := J2r/2n In 1 
0 0 
z 
1 
(“:; -:;t, 1 cos(Ir)dr cos(ps)ds. 
P-8) 
(2-f-Q 
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The kernel of the GPl is smooth, and tends to -In ]dz(t)/dt 1, as s * t. Assuming dz/dt is 
continuous and bounded away from 0, and assuming d’z/dt’ is piecewise continuous and 
bounded, the elements fiP, converge to 0 at least as fast as l/p/, as p ---, cc or I+ co. The rate of 
convergence increases with the number of continuous derivatives of z(t). 
The right-hand side elements are also computed using the splitting (2.6) of the kernel. For 
p 2 1 we obtain 
We write the linear system (2.5) as 
(D-1 + &+(i)= b”‘, 
and scale it symmetrically to obtain 
(I+ ~‘/2n;io’/2)~-‘/2a(‘, = D’/Zb(“* (2.11) 
The elements of D1’2i\;10’/2 decay with increasing indices. We decompose D’/2fiD1/2 into a part 
A with large elements, and a part B with elements whose magnitudes are small compared to 1. 
For some integer d, whose choice we comment on below, we define the matrix B = [ Bkj] by 
Bkj:= 
i 
0, 1 <k,j<d, 
element k, j of D ‘/2&lD1/2 otherwise. 
Let 11 I] n denote the Euclidean matrix norm. In the computed examples, we have generally 
chosen d so that 
I( B I] n < 0.1. (2.12) 
The matrix A is the remaining part of D1/2i@D1/2, 
A := D1/2$fD’/2 _ B (2.13) 
Only the upper-left submatrix of size d x d of A contains nonvanishing elements. Let ii := 
D-1/2a(1) and ?, := D ‘I2 (‘) Then (2.11) can be written b . 
((I+A)+B)~~=&. 
We iterate according to 
u+4q,+,,= -Bii,,,+b, k=O, 1,2 ,..., 
(I+ A)$,,= 6. 
(2.14) 
Only a matrix of size d x d has to be factored by the Cholesky method. We chose the iteration 
method (2.14) because of its simplicity. Furthermore, in all computed examples it performed well 
in the sense that d was much smaller than m, the number of rows of the whole system, and the 
. . 
successive approximations iick) converged rapidly to 5. We comment on other iteration schemes 
in the following remarks. 
Remark 2.1. Numerical experiments with a preconditioned conjugate gradient method, with 
I + A as preconditioner (see Golub and Van Loan [6, p.374]), exhibit a slightly faster convergence 
than iterations (2.14). However, we never gained more than one iteration compared to scheme 
(2.14), and therefore prefer the simpler scheme (2.14). 
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Remark 2.2. We have little knowledge about the elements of A, and without making any 
assumptions on A, it is difficult to show convergence. If convergence difficulties with iterations 
(2.14) should appear, we suggest a scheme based on the use of Schur complements. For this 
scheme we can show convergence. Decompose I + A + B, ii and b as follows: 
(2.15) 
-- 
d m-d 
A,, is the nonzero d X d upper-left submatrix of A. Assume that z(t) is sufficiently smooth to 
make the elements MP, of size 0(( p!)-‘-‘) as p, I -+ co for some e > 0. Then 11 B,, 11 E can be 
bounded independently of m. If we select d so that 11 B,, II E c 1, then by 11 Bz2 II 2 G II B,, 11 E, the 
rate of convergence of iterations of the form &I?+ 1J := - B22Li{$ + !I’*‘, k = 1, 2,. . . , is indepen- 
dent of m. We solve (2.15) in O(m*) arithmetic operations as follows: 
(a) Compute (I + B,,)-‘BT2 and (I + B,,)- b “(*) by solving (I+ B,,)U= BT2 and (I+ B,,)u 
= b(*) by iteration. The number of iterations is independent of m, and so is the number of 
columns of U. The operation count therefore is 0( m*). 
(b) Compute 6 (‘) by a direct solution method from 
Determining the elements of this linear system requires 0( m*) arithmetic operations. Solving for 
rl(‘) requires O(1) arithmetic operations. 
(c) Compute d (*I by iteration from 
(1 + B22)i$2) = j+*) - B;2& 
This can be done in O(m*) arithmetic operations. 
Remark 2.3. Consider linear systems of simultaneous equations with a more general right-hand 
side than (2.10), i.e. regard the system (1.5) for n = 1 with b (l) defined by (1.6) for some given 
function f,(t). We choose m, the number of rows and columns of it4(‘*‘), so that the truncation 
and discretization errors stemming from the finite dimensional approximation and from the use 
of the trapezoidal rule for integration are sufficiently small. If zi( t) is much smoother than f,(t), 
then the system of simultaneous equations (1.5) can be solved faster than stated in Remark 2.2. 
Choose matrix A such that B is negligible and set B = 0. Since the size of A can be chosen 
independently of m, the number of arithmetic operations required to solve the linear system of 
simultaneous equations is bounded independently of m. 
Richter [12] has shown that the convergence of eirn) to 6, is optimal as m + 00 when the 
integral operator is regarded as a mapping from a subspace of H-‘/*(r) into H’/*(r). 
We are now in a position to describe the numerical method for solving (2.1) and (2.3). 
(1) Let m:=2P- 1 f or an integer p > 0, and compute the integrals (2.9) and (2.10) by the 
trapezoidal rule using the fast Fourier transform method. The double integrals are preferably 
computed by a two-dimensional FFT method, see Hemici [8]. 
(2) For large k and a smooth boundary curve one has n*/k z+ 1 il?k .I, 1 <j G m, see 
(2.7)-(2.9). This makes it possible to estimate the size of the coefficients a$) of 6j”‘) without 
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solving (2.5). Neglecting the elements of J? in row k we obtain from (2.7), (2.8) and (2.5) that 
If the high order coefficients uk (‘) of 6:“’ are not sufficiently small, then let p :=p + 1 and return 
to step (1). The new Fourier coefficients can be computed efficiently by using the ones already 
determined, see Henrici [S]. The operation count for determining the elements of &f and b”) is 
0( m2 ln( m)), except in the situation of Remark 2.3, where the operation count is only 0( m ln( m)), 
the operations necessary for computing the right-hand side elements. 
(3) Scale fi and b(l), and decompose D1/2&D”2 into A + B. 
(4) Factor the d x d matrix Id + A by the Cholesky method and iterate according to (2.14) 
until II c,,- 1) - c(,, II o. < 1 - lo-‘. Suppose we accept ii(,). Compute 
a(l) = @+j(,, . 
We turn to some computed examples. Let +, denote the approximation of $I obtained when 
I+“) replaces cri in (2.2). We compute 
II MnM)) I -lIID:= max] I+,(zl(fk))I-l~, t,=2~k/72, k=0(1)71, (2.16) 
Ik 
and draw the image of I’ under +,,, on the unit circle. Our criterion for accepting a mapping $I,,, is 
that the deviation of &,,(IJ from the unit circle should not be larger than the resolution of the 
plotter. There are faster ways to determine the restriction of +,, to r than using (2.2), see Gaier 
[4] or [ll]. We have chosen to evaluate the integral (2.2) because this gives an estimate for the 
approximation error at points near the boundary as well. The evaluation of integrals of the form 
(2.2) is discussed in Section 3. All computations were carried out on a DEC-10 computer in single 
precision arithmetic, i.e. with eight significant digits. 
Example 2.1. Ovals of Cassini: D := { z: 1 z* - 1 I < 1.02). The mapping +: D --, D is uniquely 
determined by +(O) = 0, +(m) = 1. We choose the parametric representation z(t) = r(t)eir, 
0 ( t < 2a, where r(t) is easy to determine from ] r*( t)e2” - 1 I = 1.02. Figure 2.2 shows aQ with 
bars at 32 points with equidistant -arguments. We note that I z’(t) 1 is smallest at the y-axis. But 
I e’(z) I is largest there, and, hence, this is an appropriate parametric representation in that 
t + I d+( z( t))/dt I is smoother than I +‘(z) I as z traverses aa. We choose m = 63 and d = 14. 
The successive corrections become 
k= 1 2 3 4 5 
II %) - q&-l) II Q) = 2 * lo-= 2 * 1o-4 3. 1o-5 2 * lo-’ 3 - lo-* 
Let u(l) := D1/2ii(sJ. We obtain ]I I&( z,( t)) I - 1 II D = 2.9. 10m3. This error is smaller than the 
resolution of the plotter, and in Fig. 2.3 the unit circle is not distinguishable form $63(r). If we 
Fig. 2.2. 1z2 - 11 = 1.02. 
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Fig. 2.3. 
Fig. 2.4. 8: 1 sports ground. 
had chosen d = 0 in the present example, i.e. A = 0 and B = D’~*~D1~* in (2.14), then the 
iterations (2.14) would have converged so slowly that direct solution of the linear system would 
have been faster. 
Example 2.2. ‘Sports Ground’ with ‘axes’ 8 : 1. D is obtained by splitting the unit disk into halves 
and placing a 14 X 2 rectangle between the halves. See Fig. 2.4. We construct a parametric 
representation of i30 using a vertical projection from the smallest circle enclosing 352 onto the 
boundary of aQ. See Fig. 2.5. Let z(t) := x(t) + iv(t), A := 7, B := 1, and 
‘x(t):= (A + B) cos(t), 
Bsin(arccos(i((A+B)cos(r)-A))), O<t<t,, 
B, t,<t<:7, 
\t0 
(2.17) 
The remainder of the boundary is obtained by symmetry. The map C#I is uniquely determined 
Fig. 2.5. 
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Fig. 2.6. 16 : 1 sports ground. 
Fig. 3.1. 
from $(O) = 0 and +(A + B) = 1. Let m = 127 and d= 10. This yields the table : 
k= 1 2 3 4 5 
]] 6(k) - $k-1) 11 cc = 1*10-* 3 * 1o-4 1 * 1o-s 3 - lo-’ 2*10-8 
Let a(‘) := D1/*LTts). Then ]I I &,( .q( t)) I - 1 ]I D = 1.0 - 10m4. 
Example 2.3. ‘Sports ground’ with ‘axes’ 16 : 1, see Fig. 2.6. The parametric representation if
given by (2.17) with A := 15, B := 1. Let m := 127. In order to achieve roughly the same rate of 
convergence as in Example 2.2, we let d = 17 and obtain ]I ci,,, - fit,, I] m = 1 - lo-‘, . . . , II C(,) - 
G(4) II m = 4.10-8. Let a(‘) = ~lP-6 c51. We obtain ]I I #,*,( z( t)) I - 1 ]I D = 5.7 - 10e5. 
3. Conformal mapping of doubly connected domains 
Let Sz be an open, bounded, doubly connected domain with smooth boundaries r, and I’,, r, 
being the exterior boundary curve. Assume the origin is interior to I’,. We seek a conformal 
mapping + from D onto an annulus r2 -C I w I < r,. (See Fig. 3.1.) $ can be continued continu- 
ously to a bijective mapping from D U r, U r2 to r2 < I w I < r,. Requiring the image of I’, to be 
the circle I w I = r,, where I-, is the capacity of r,, determines $I uniquely up to a rotation. 
Our integral equation is similar to an integral equation used by Jaswon and Symm [9], but has 
the advantage of having a unique solution for any scaling of the problem. This prevents 
ill-conditioned linear systems of simultaneous equations due to the boundary curves being close 
to curves for which no unique solution exists. For a discussion on the solvability of the integral 
equations in [9], see Gaier (51. Our formulation, moreover, yields a computer program of simpler 
structure than the integral equations in [9], because the equations for each curve are of the same 
form, see (3.1)-(3.3). 
Theorem 3.1. The system of integral equations 
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has a unique solution { a:, 
is obtained from 
a:, q:, q:} E L2( r,) X I_‘( r,) X [w X Iw. The conformal mapping C#J( z) 
(3.4) 
where ln( a) denotes a continuous branch of the complex-valued logarithm. r, is mapped onto 
1 w 1 = exp( q:) and I’, onto 1 w 1 = exp( 4:). exp( q:) is the capacity of I’,. 
Proof. We seek +(z) in the form 
+(z) = zeg(r)+ih(r), 
(3.5) 
where g(z) is harmonic in 52, and h(z) is a conjugate harmonic function. We seek g(z) in the 
form 
We define h(z) by 
(3 J-9 
(3.7) 
The condition /,a2( [) 1 d[ 1 = 0 is necessary and sufficient for h(z) to be single-valued in a. We 
assume that 1 +(z) 1 = exp( -4,) on r, and 1 +(z) 1 = exp( - q2) on r,. Taking the logarithm 
yields (3.1) and (3.2). We will next show that the additional requirement lr,a1(3) Id{ I = 0 makes 
the system (3.1)-(3.3) uniquely solvable. 
Consider the homogeneous problem 
#+jr In &or(l) IdSI +/, In -&$‘(C) Id51 =O, z E r,; 
I 
p’-&“:(l) Ids I + /, In &d’(i) IdIl = 0, ZEr,; 
Let X,(S) be the charge equilibrium density function of total mass 1. X,(l) satisfies 
. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
/, $,(S) WI = 1, 
X,(S) 2 0 on r,. 
Multiply (3.8) by X,(z) and integrate with respect to z. Since (3.9) also holds for z interior to r,, 
we obtain qlH = 0. Introduce 
f’(z):=~ 
I 
In Iz T 5l a?(S)ldSI +/, In Iz! I, a;(I) WI. 
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Assume that q2 < 0. Then V(z) = - q2 > 0 on r,, V(z) = 0 on r,, and V(z) is harmonic in 0. 
V(z) attains its maximum at each point of r,, and by the Hopf maximum principle, aV( =)/an, 
-C 0 at every point of I”, where Cl/&z, denotes the normal derivative directed into D. Interior to 
r,, V(z) is harmonic and V(z) = -q2. Therefore (aV/an,)(z) = 0 on I’,. where a/an, denotes 
the normal derivative directed from 9. By (aF’/an,)( z) + (aP’/an,)( z) = - 2aaF( z), we find 
azH > 0 on r,. This contradicts (3.8). Similarly, q2 > 0 leads to a contradiction. But q2 = 0 implies 
that V(z) vanishes in the whole plane. Therefore ui ” = 0 and u2” = 0, and we have shown that - 
(3.1)-(3.3) is uniquely solvable. Multiplying (3.1) by X,( ) z and integrating with respect to z 
yields 
q1 = rX(z) In 121 ldzl = --K. 
/, 
Hence exp(q:) = e-‘, the capacity of r,. 0 
We turn to the numerical solution of (3.1)-(3.3). In the notation of Section 1, our aim is to 
solve 
i 
&f’Ll 
M’2.1’ $:;)( $) = (;:::)* 
The solution of this system was discussed in Section 1, and the details provided in Section 2 carry 
over to the present situation. We only comment on the splitting of the matrix. Let A(‘*” be the 
leading dj x dj submatrix of D 1/2M(j*j)D1/2 - I, for j = 1, 2. Let ,4’1,2’ be the leading d, x d, 
submatrix of D1/2M(1*2)D1/2 and let A (2~1) be the leading d, X d, submatrix of D1/2M’2~“D1/2. A 
choice of submatrix to factor analogous to (2.12) would be 
II p2j@Ll)~l/2 _ /pl’ _ 111; + II p/2J4”.2’p/2 - Jl.2’ 11; 
+ II @/2n/i(2.1)@/2 _ A’2.1’ 11; + II D’/2~(2.“p2 - /4’2*2’_ III,’ < 0.01. (3.10) 
Before showing some numerical examples, we consider the computation of g(z) and h(z) of 
(3.6) and (3.7). Two kinds of integrals have to be evaluated: 
I, = 
/ j+ k; 0 2n In czj(s) tzk(r,J ~(t)db 
I2 = / 0 2n I  CZj(S) YZj(r,) 6(t)dt* 
We integrate Ii by the trapezoidal rule, choosing a continuous branch of the logarithm. In I, we 
first subtract the singular part. Let e(“‘)( t) = C;“a, cos( kt). Then 
/ 
2n In 
0 (zj~~)lzj~f))~(m)(l)dl 
cos ktdt + G(“‘)( t)dt. 
We evaluate the first integrals on the right-hand side analytically, and evaluate the last one by the 
trapezoidal rule. 
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Fig. 3.2. Superellipses. 
In the numerical examples we proceed as follows: 
(1) Compute the density functions e,““‘(t) and G;“‘)(t). 
(2) Determine q, and q2 to find the radii of the annulus. 
(3) Compute the conformal mapping from (3.4) and measure the distance from the images of 
r, and r, to the circles with radii exp( q,) and exp( q2). 
The evaluation is done by FFT. 
Example 3.1. Let s2 be the region between the superellipses 
r,:= {x+iy,xs+y8=2*}, r,:= {x+iy, x8+y8=l}. 
We choose the parametric representation of x8 + y8 = r8, as z(t) = x(t) + iv(t), where for n = 8, 
i 
x(t) := r(l - 2n/2.t sin”(t))““, 
y(t):=r2”2(i)“” sin(f), 
O<t&. 
The remaining parts of the contours are obtained by symmetry. s2 is shown in Fig. 3.2. We 
approximate 15, by r?1(63) and d, by &2 (63) This yields a linear system of equations of size . 
126 X 126. We choose d, = d, = 14, i.e. we factor a 28 X 28 matrix and get 
Let 
II Z(,, - +I, II IXI =4*10-3, . ..) llii(5)-Li(& = 1 *1o-8. 
am 
i ii 
= I)“* 0 - 
#) 0 p/2 a(5). 1 
The outer radius becomes r, = 2.291 and the inner radius r2 = 1.209. We obtain 
11 i+63(z,(t>) 1 -r~ 11 D = 1.8. lo-*, II I+63(Z2(f)) I -r211 D = lel. lo-*. 
Figure 3.3 shows I w I = rl, I w I = r,, #63( r,), and $63( r2) drawn with the same scaling as Fig. 3.2. 
Example 3.2. This example is similar to the previous one, except we have moved the inner 
superellipse closer to the outer one. As a result, we find that we must increase the size of the 
matrix to factor in order to obtain approximately the same rate of convergence as in the previous 
example. 
r,:= {x+iy, x8+y8=28}, r,:= {x+iy, ~~+y~=1.7~}. 
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Fig. 3.3. 
We approximate both d,(t) and 6*(t) by trigonometric polynomials of degree 63. This yields a 
linear system of equations of order 126 X 126. Choose d, = d, = 26. We factor a 52 x 52 matrix 
and obtain 
II Go, - 20, II CJ) =2-lo-‘, . . . . jld~,,-do,II,=6.10-*. 
at4) is accepted. The outer radius becomes rr = 2.291, the inner radius rz = 1.986. We obtain 
II I~~3(Zl(f))I-r111D=9.8-10-3, II bk3(4Q) I --rz II D = l-4- lo-*. 
Figure 3.4 shows ti, and Fig. 3.5 shows 1 w 1 = rl, 1 w I = r2, #63( F,) and eb3( I’,) drawn with the 
same scaling. 
4. Conformal mapping of multiply connected domains 
Let D be a bounded n-connected region with smooth boundaries I;, j = l(l)n. Let I’, enclose 
the other q’s, and let the origin be interior to I’,. We seek a conformal mapping Q, which maps D 
onto a disk 1 w I < rl with cuts, or onto an annulus r,, < I w 1 < rl with cuts, so that r, is mapped 
onto IwI = rr. If 0 E 9, then 1(2 is mapped onto a disk with cuts. When 0 is interior to r,, D is 
mapped onto an annulus in such a way that r, is mapped onto I w I = r,. An arbitrariness with 
respect to rotation is taken care of when evaluating the map by using the density function of the 
following theorem. 
Fig. 3.4. Superellipses. 
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Fig. 3.5. 
Theorem 4.1. The system of integral equations 
qk + i / h-l j& 
j=l C 
u,(S) Id< 
/ 
u,(S) IdS I = 0, j = l(l>n 
r, 
I= In 121, zE I-,, k = l(l)& (4.1) 
(4.2) 
has a unique solution qz E IR and o: E L*( I’,), k = l(l)n. Th e mapping function C@(Z) is defined by 
+(t):=zexp 
i I 
,$ti ln &“;(l)ldil . 
1 
(4.3) 
+ maps I’; onto a circle whose radius equals the capacity of I’,. 
Proof. The vanishing of the integrals (4.2), j >, 2, ensures that 9 is single-valued. The proof is 
similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Before giving numerical examples, we comment on the choice of submatrix to factor. First we 
select d, and d, according to (3.10). In the computer program presently implemented, we require 
d, = d,. Then we turn to the submatrices M(‘*3), Zt4’2*3’, and Mc3q3’ to see if d, and d, have to be 
incremented so that criteria analogous to (3.10) are met. We decompose a matrix of size 
3d, x 3d, by the Cholesky method. 
Example 4.1. Let r, := (2 cos(t) + i sin(t), 0 < t < 271}, r, := {OSe”, 0 < t -c 2~), r3 := (0.3e” + 
1.2, 0 < t < 2a } . See Fig. 4.1. Approximate ej ( by cosine of 
31. yields linear of 93 X 93. We factor a 24 x 24 block and obtain 
II &) - qo) II m = 4. 10m3,..., llfii(,,-d,,,ll m = 6. 10m9. We accept ii,,, and obtain the radii r, = 
1.5000000, r* = 0.63882980, r, = 1.2164562. All decimals of r, are correct. We get 
II l~3,(z,(t))I-r,lI.=1.1.10-3, II l~,,~~z~~~~l-~zll~=~.~~~~~5~ 
II l+&,(t)) I-5 II D = 7.8. lo-‘. 
Figure 4.2 shows I w I = r,, I w I = r2, +31( r,), c$~~(I’*) and 03t( r,) on the same scale as in Fig. 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1. 
Fig. 4.2. 
Example 4.2. r, := (4 cos( t) + sin(t), 0 < t < 2a}, r, := (0.3e” + 1.2, 0 < t < 2n}, I’, := (0.6e” 
- 1, 0 4 t < 271). We note that 0 E 52, see Fig. 4.3. We approximate each &Jt) by a cosine 
polynomial of degree 63. We obtain a 189 x 189 system of equations, but Cholesky factor only a 
57 x 57 submatrix and get 
k = 1 2 3 4 5 
II do, -&-,,II, = 7 - 1o-3 4 * 1o-4 1. 1o-5 1. 1o-6 4 * lo-* 
We accept cc,, and obtain the radii r, = 2.5000001, r, 
is 1 - lo-‘. Furthermore, 
= 1.9555848, r3 = 1.744207. The error in r, 
iI bb63(Z3(f)) 1 -r3 iI D = 3.8 * 10-3* 
Figure 4.4 shows +63( 5) and 1 w 1 = rj, j = 1(1)3. 
Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.4. 
5. The Dirichlet problem on multiply connected domains 
We outline another application of the integral equation solver. Let 52 be as in Section 4, and 
determine u so that 
Au=0 in&?, 
u =fk on r,, k = l(l)n. 
We are led to the following integral equation. 
Theorem 5.1. The system of integral equations 
4+ i / In Iz-Sl~j(S)ldSI =fk(z)y zE&, k = l(l)n, 
j=l r, 
/ e,(l) WI = 0 r, 
(5-l) 
has a unique solution q* E R, a: E L2( q.). 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1; it follows from Gaier [5], Satz 1. Cl. 
The Fourier-Galerkin equations analogous to (1.6) obtained from (5.1) are not symmetric. We 
therefore proceed as follows. Collect together the n equations of the linear system of simulta- 
neous equations in which q appears, and place them first among the simultaneous equations. 
Order the unknowns so that q and the constants in u2, u3,. . . , a, come first. Denote the resulting 
linear system of simultaneous equations by 
M,X, = b,. (5.2) 
Delete the first n rows of system (5.2) and the first n columns of Mr. The resulting reduced 
linear system we denote by 
Mzx, = b,. (5.3) 
Matrix M2 is symmetric and we can solve (5.3) by applying the iterative scheme of the previous 
sections. A solution of (5.2) could then be obtained by using Schur complements, cf. Remark 2.2. 
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